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ROLLA, MISSOURI

Local Bombing 'L inked
To UMR Student Arrest

~d
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10, 1970

In the March 5 issue of the Daily News went on to spend
Rolla Daily News, a recent 12.5 out of 21 column inches in
bombing of the Phelps County the article attesting to the
Court House was linked to the "possibility" of the bombing
recent jailing of Jim Mason on having resulted from some
marijuana possession charges . " unrest
on
the
UMR
Whatever conjectures put campus caused by the arrest of
forth, the facts of the bombing James Herbert Mason, In·
are clear. At 9:25 the mgm UI dependence , Mo. , a UMR
the fourth , a type of hand-made student leader."
bomb exploded in an east
The paper, making the issue
window of Judge Llyn Bradford's office in the court house. pa infull y obvious, went on to
Judge Bradford is
the paraphrase .Judge Bradford
magistrate who set Mason ' s who said he had rec eived a
bond at $15,300 the same week. telephone call from KMSM
"a bout an hour prior to the
A bond he, at the time, was
unable to post. Damage from bombing during which time he
the blast was reported between spoke with Paul Erlandson,
$50 and $75. Authorities are now who questioned him about the
investigating some of the procedure of setting bonds for
remains of the bomb that were various offenses."
recovered.
Apparently for dramatic
- In connection with this , the effect, the paper related how

some
"una~l· ground
newspaper" was referring to
"the
law
enforcement
authorities" in "obscene terms ."
Along the same lines, the
Daily News points out that Mr.
and Mrs. Mason " pleaded" with
the judge to lower the bond on
their son and goes on to relate
that Judge Br adfo rd lowered
the bond by $5,000 because "he
wanted to give the boy a
break. "
On the Friday of the same
week , two more UMR students
were arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana and
other drugs. They were Greg
Olsen, 21, and Hal Dee Davis,
24 , both of Rolla . Judge
Bradford arraigned the pair ,
setting bond at $32,500 each.

Cusumano Named "Adviser Of The Year"
J .V. Cusumano, University of
Missouri-Rolla adviser for Tau
Beta Pi , national engineering
honorary .fra ternity, has been
named adviser of the year at
UMR. He is a UMR instructor in
engineering mechanics.
Cusumano was guest of honor
a t the adviser of the year
banquet held March 4 in the
Student Union. He was awarded
an engra ved desk set for the
honor. Attending the banquet
were UMR faculty advisers of
student groups and their wives,
UMR administrators and
guests. Speaking at the occasion
was Dr . Melvin Moorhouse ,
chairman of the speech
department at Wichita State
University.
The recipient of the annual
award is chosen on the basis of
his leadership and service to a

student group. Nominations are
made ' by student organizations
and selection is made by an offcampus group .
In their nomination of
Cusumano , Tau Beta Pi
members cited his genuine
interest in the organization and
his devotion to duty . "Our
3dviser always has time and
patience to work with our
organization and is never too
busy to talk about any problem
or just sit in and listen to a
discussion by others, " the
nomination read. "He knows
many of . us personally and
addresses us by our names -displaying the human quality
which is necessary if an
organization is to be a cohesive
unit. "
Others nominated for the
award were : Dr. B.K. Robert-

son, Sigma Nu; Mrs . Berna u .
Harvey, Student Union Board;
Dr. Virgil Flanigan, St. Pat's
Board ; Dr. C.A. Johnson, India
Association ; Dr. AI Bolon, Blue
Key ; Dr. John Rockaway ,
Association of Engineering
Geologists; Mrs. Elizabeth
Lorey, University Dames; Dr.
Harold Dean Keith , Baptist
Student Union; Karl Moulder,
Kappa Alpha; Dr. Robert
Carlile, Pi Epsilon Tau ; Paul
Munger, American Society of
Civil Engineers; Earl Richards ,
Theta Xl: Joel Kramme~
Kappa Kappa Psi and Tau Beta
Sigma; Dr. Robert Sawyer ,
Missouri Miner; Dr . Thomas
Beveridge, Society of Women
Engineers: Dr. Robert Davis,
Campus Club ; and Robert Nau ,
UMR Amateur Radio Club.

J

Chancellor Merl Baker presents the "Adviser Of The Year" award to J. V.
Cusumano.

Prosecuting Attorney

MINERJnterview5 Whits
Prosecution To Continue
Since last Feb. 17, a total of
seven UMR students have been
arrested on various charges
rela ted to the illegal possession
of drugs and narcotics.
Sam Burton , Director of
Student Personnel, said that the
first four students arrested
have been placed on a
"disciplinary action pending"
status. He added that, in all
probability, the same action
will be taken wi th the three
students most recently involved.
Zane White , Phelps County
Prosecuting Attorney, will
handle prosecution of these
students . In a recent interview
Mr. White told THE MISSOURI
MINER that the use and
possession of marijuana brings
with it a felony with a
maximum sentence of 20 years.
Previous UMR students being
convicted with drugs have been
sentenced for two years some
with parole and some without.
There had never been a drug
charge until four years ago at
which time Zane White filed the
first one.
Bail has been consistently
raised in a measure to try to
prevent students from 'skipping
out' as John Paul Wesley, UMR
Physics professor, recently did.
According to Mr. White this
gives the case a chance to go to
court , and a conv iction to be
reached. The most recent bonds
have been set at $15 ,000 and
$32 ,000 (later changed to
$18,000) .
Students and professors have
the knowledge and are capable
of making their own drugs and
have been evidently doing it in a
few cases. Drugs have mostly
been coming from independent
s uppliers. The Missouri State- ~
Highway Patrol has a list of 47
pushers and peddlers in th is
area not including Fort Leonard
Wood.
The Prosecuting Attorney's
office knows of a few people on
campus who receive funds from
communist subversive groups
for purposes of supplying drugs
and supporting anti-American

activities. These students have
been traced back to Chicago,
Berkeley and other schools
where they engaged in anti-war
marches, legalization of 'pot',
riots, demonstrations, and 'free
love' movements.
The- recent rash of arrests
has been due to increased
knowledge by local authorities,
undercover work, surveillance'
and other means .
Mr. White comments that
UMR has in his opinion, the best
student body of the University
system. He said that the Board
of Curators sent him a letter
asking his opinion on how to
discipline students here . He
replied that UMR would not
have any problem if they would
get rid of some of the professors
on campus .- he specifically
recommended the immediate
firing of James Paul Wesley.
Mr . White referred to March 3
issue of THE MISSOURI
MINER concerning the MC-5
concert. He said the permissiveness and unconcern of
school officials is shocking. He
remarked that all persons
smoking marijuana should have
been arrested on the spot if such
was the case. He said campus
police
are
limited
by
being .under the supervision of
administra lion who are not
trained with a 'legal mind ',
hence their work is not effective
in some important areas. Mr .
White stated a lack of communication between UMR and
his office. He once volunteered
to Dean Paul Ponder, Director
of Student Services, to participate in Freshm an orien(Continued on Page 4)
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Student Union Board

SUPPORT THE
MISSOURI MINER!!

NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICE!!
"Green Beret" movie
has been changed to
Wednesday, March 17-. The
movie will be shown in the
Student Union Ballroom at
4:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Science-fiction fans will be
delighted with this film adap.ation of Jules Verne's novel. A
professor organizes an expedition with the help of his
daughter's fiance to travel
through a Iceland passageway
to the center of the earth. Giant
mushroom s,
gruesome
prehistoric monsters, magnetic
storms and an evil Count intent
on killing them all are only a
few of the hazards they meet
and conquer. However, no one
seems to take anything too
seriously and all ends well. The
color photography throughout is
excellent and the plot is handled
with a light hearted touch.

UPTOWN THEATRE
TI
THURS. FRI. SAT.
MARCH 11-13
RATEDG
"AFRICAN SAFARI"
Spectacular Wild
Life Adventure

NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICE!!
Applications for the
UMR Talent Show to be
held on April 23 are
available at the candy
counter and Student Union
Board room, 212 Student
Union.
Everyo ne
is
eligible . Deadline for
application is April 16.

The "One and Only", a singing entertaining
group of Central Missouri State College
Students, performed in super sensational style to
a capacity crowd of Miners last Wednesday
evening in the Student Union Ballroom.
The CMS coeds, familiar with Miner enthusiasm, took full advantage of their mid-week
condition.

NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICE!!
"Over the Hump"
Thursday, March 11,
" Over the Hump" party in
Ballroom. Free Juke Box
11:30 - 3:00 from your
friendly "SUB".

SPECIAL
a-TRACK CARTRIDGES: Regular '6 91

$ $ $ SAVE $ $ $
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

NOW

STUOENT DJSCOUNT PRlCES

OVER 2,000 NEW a-TRACK
CARTRIDGES

.Open Mon - Fri 8:30 - 7PM and Sat 8:30 - &PM

$3 87

lEND'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE
"HOME .OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
BOX 70
PHONE: 364-1301
ROlL4, MO.
MARTIN SPRING DR.' ,
N@w Part- Tim@ Bus iness - Orchid Corsage

One Cynb'idium

ORCHID CORSAGE

$2.25

Two Cvnbidium

$3.25

ORCHID CORSAGE
Beautiful Larg@ 6-lnch Across

CAmEYA CORSAGE . . . .

$5.25

Special Gr@@n Corsag@ For St. Pats
Tax and Box Included

LORRINE KLEIN

WHILE THEY LAST!

Sound Center
6th & Elm

364·7715

TOP QUALITY COMPONENTS

SPECIALS FOR ST. PATS

********

$5 67

* PANASONIC
* KLH
* KOSS

* KENWOOD
* PICKERING
* PE CHANGERS

CHECK OUR PRICES!

SCOTTS

Owner & Design@r

364-3935
"WE GROW ALL OUR OWN ORCHIDS"

BOOK & MUSIC
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SUN. THRUSAT.
MARCH 14-20
Sunday Continuous
Fromlp.m.
RATEDM
"BUTCH CASSIDY
AND THE
SUNDANCE KID"
Paul Newman &
Katherine Ross

troll
In

ihrO!

dono

peop

STARTS SUNDAY
MARCH 21
"PATTON"

Me

RITZ THEATRE
THURS. FRI. SAT.
MARCH1H3
No one Admitted
Under 16
Identifica tion
Necessary
RATED X
" KAMASUTRA"
Bruno Dietrich &
Barbara Schone

--

G
In

SUN. MON. TUES.
MARCH 14-16
No One Admitted
Under 16
Identification
Necessary
RATED X
"MYRA
BRECKINRIDGE"
Mae West &
Raquel Welch

Thl
Gam!

loge~

JaycE

slude

rehat

housi
consi

repail

house
care

WED. TH URS. FRI. SAT.
MARCH 17-20
No One Admitted
Under16
Identifica tion
Necessary
RATED X
BEYOND THE VALLEY
OF THE DOLLS"
Dolly Read&
Cynthia Myers

The
projel

STARTS SUNDAY
MARCH 21
" LITTLE FAUSS AND
BIG HALSY"

SPRING IS WARM AND WHERE ELSE CAN YOU HAVE ALL THIS BUT AT

THOMAS JEFFERSON RESIDENCE HALL
AIR CONDITIONING

WEEKLY MAID SERVICE

ACOUSTICALLY QUIET STUDY ROOMS

SWIMMING POOL

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

CLOSE LOCATION TO CAMPUS

STFAK ONCE A WEEK

(BILLARDS, LOUNGESWIT!{ T.ELEVISION. CARD ROOMS

BII
Fral

Rates Are· Summ@r Session - $250.00, 1971 - 72 School Y@ar • $1225.00 - "Plan To Liv@ In Comfort & Mak@ Grad@s"

ling

THOMAS JEFFERSON RESIDENCE HALL
202 West 18th Street

Make Your Reservation "NOW"

illeill
illay
StUd

Telephone 364-5766

Co un
Marc
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Red Cross Blood Drive

UMR Is In The Red Again
The time has come once again blood for direct transfusions or Ballroom from 10:30 a .m. until
to the UMR campus for all able for the extraction of plasma, the 4:00 p.m. If it so happens you
bodied citizens to lie down and gift of the blood donor cannot be don't think you'll be able to wait
donate their blood. In the harsh overemphasized.
that long the city of Rolla will
economic crises of the day we
If you're not twenty·<me years hold a dri ve on March 10 from 12
often hear the phrase "due to a
a.m. until 5:30 p.m. and on
slump in production it was of age, a permission slip will be March 11 from 10 a.m . until 3:30
If
you're
over
twenty·
required.
necessary for us to operate in
p.m. Both dates will find the
the red." Well, such is the case one assert your independence! nurses stationed at the Rolla
The card you received last fall
at UMR. On March 30 and 31st,
cr whenever you first gave Fire Department.
in the Student Union Ballroom
Here's your chance to serve.
blood
should be brought along
the Red Cross nurses will be
To serve the Red Cross and
so
the
nurse
can
verify
and
date
working in and with the "RED"
perhaps someone who needs the
from 10:30 a .m. until 4:00 p.m. this donation.
life giving serum only you can
In past years, the Red Cross,
Now remember, on the 30th provide.
through the assistance of blood and the 31st of March, the
People under the age of 21
donors, served over 122 million University will sponsor a blood years must have a parental
people. Whether used as whole drive in the Student Union consent form signed.

More News
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Gamma Alpha Del.ta Sponsors
Inner-City Cleanup Proiect
The student chapter of
Gamma Alpha Delta is working
together with the st. Louis
Jaycees in sponsoring groups of
students willing to work in
rehabilitating a city block of
housing in St. Louis. ·The work
consists of cleaning up,
repairing and reconditioning
houses which have had little
care in the last few years.
The main purpose of this
project is to give engineering

students an opportunity to
become acquainted with
problems that arise in urban
housing. This will help students
learn of what problems they can
avoid when they are faced with
a similar situation.
The block on which the work
is needed is the 4200 block. of
Fair Avenue. It is an eleven
house block located between a
rundown section of housing and
a fairly well kept area. The

work done will heopefully
stimulate the neighborhood to
recondition shoddy houses and
encourage better maintenance
of existing structures.
The work done is supervised
by adults who are professionals
in various fields. This enables
the workers to learn a grea t
deal of information about the
repair, and maintenance of all
the different areas of a home.
All the materials and tools are
supplied.
The project is funded by the
Danforth Foundation. The
students who work on the
project recieve $5 a man and $16
for the driver of the car. The
work is done from 8 to 5 on
Saturday with a lunch break. In
the past, lunch has been
provided by organiza tions in the
area.
The open dates for work on
the project are as follows:
March 13, 27; April la, 17; and
May 6. Groups of 20 to 30
students are deisred but
smaller groups or individuals
are encouraged to participate.

NOTICE!
"Way-In" Coffee House
at the B.S.U. , 11th & State
Streets will be open March
18 and 19, 8-12 p.m. Admission Free.

NOTICE!
All the spaghetti you can
eat at Sigma Phi Epsilon ,
Sunday, March 14, from 2-8
p.m. $1.50. French bread
and drinks included.
Everyone invited.

NOTICE!

NOTICE!

B!)J.e Key National Honor
Fraternity is now accepting applications for
membership. Applications
may be picked up at the
Student Union Candy
Counter now through
March 10.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
KNIGHTS are forming a
Girl's Auxiliary . All girls
interested may obtain an
application form at the.
Student Union Candy
Counter.

The (]aSSDlen

NOTICE!
Do You Have A
"Bitch"?
Fill out a "bitch" form at
the S.U. candy counter and
let your Student Council
"Bitch" committee know
how you feel.

Tne C1assmen are scheduled
to appear at UMR and perform
for the Queen's Coronation
Dance to be held from 10:00 to
1:00 p.m. on Friday of St. Pat's
Weekend. Their performance
will be in the Multipurpose
Building.
We proudly present "The
Classmen," the only Kansas
City based group in the last
twenty years to make the "Top
Ten" in Kansas City record
charts.
Their first record released
nationally was "Julie" in the
fall of 1967. It was reviewed on
Billboard . Cashbox , and Record
World, all national trade
magazines out of New York .
The September 30 , 1967 .
Billboard predicted "Julie "
would reach the ."Top Hot 100,"
in the nation. The Classmen
have had three records in the
"Top Forty " in many major
markets. These were "Julie" .
"Poor. Poor Johnney" and
"Graduation Goodbye" which
played in May and June of thi~

year.
During the last seven years
they have appeared on stage,
radio, and television. They have
done a sound track for an independently produced movie
and are currently working on a
score for a modern ballet.
They have appeared on
shows, and tour with such
groups as the Vogues, The
Newbeats, Gary Lewis imd The
Plavboys. The Mamas and
The Papas, and the Detroit
Wheels.
The Classmen have also
become a strong adult attraction because of their unique
versa tility as singers and instrumentalists . Each man sings
and can play more than one
instrument (on occasion two
instruments at the same time).
They have become favorites
with national convention groups
around the country and at
summer fairs because of their
ability to play equally well the
la test hard rock and the old
standards.
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OUR MAN HOPPE:

Make Money, Not War

UN8iWITY Of MISSOURI - IOLLA

••.• Editor

Roger Ellis .

!<'ACULTY EVALUATION
As promised, the MISSOURI MINER is running a poll in this,
issue to help determine student opinion and sentiment surrounding
the current controversy and issue of our " inept faculty."
Encompassing more than just the basic ideas surrounding
teaching abilities, this poll is to determine statistically student
opinion on the student-faculty communication gap.
Before answering the questions, one should review several
criterion which the MISSOURI MINER staff wishes to point out.
At this present time, the " power" of decision making lies in its
entirety with the faculty and administration. The students have no
vote in the actual determination of any UMR legislation.
Currently, in the by laws being proposed by the faculty, that the
faculty intends to obtain a little more of this "legislative power",
which would further upset any balance of power between student
and facul ty.
That the faculty has refused to allow any student organization
(including Student Council , KMSM or the MISSOURI MINER) to
sit in on its proceedings of its revision of by-laws.
That the faculty is proposing to trying to change the UMR "F"
system whereby all F's will be averaged in in the overall
gradepoint, whether or not the course is retaken and passed.
The University of Missouri system is currently looking for a new
President.
Tha t there is no official method of "going through channels" for
the UMR students other than the writing of letters of complaint.
If after . reading the preceding paragraphs you still feel that
everything here at UMR is fine ... no comment. UMR students, it is
time to demand our rights, now before the faculty assumes more
command in the determination of our own destinies.

By the fall of 1971, (cq) the
_ new semi-private U; , S. Postal
Service was in the black and the
old totally-public D, S. Army
was in trouble.
Discontent was spreadilJg,
desertions were mounting,
draftees were rioting, costs
were soaring and halltlly '
anyone could think of a g-god
reas.on to contine the war' in
Indo:.china.
'
The iesson was clear. "The
new Postal Service has
proved," said the President,
"that the private sector can run
a vast operation involving
thousands of Americans in
uniform and turn a tidy profit."
Thus he announced that the
Defense Department was being
converted into a private corporation.
If private enterprise can
deliver the mail ataprofit.it
can run a " war at a profit,"
said the President confidently.
"All it takes is incentive,
initiative and business knowhow, That's the American
way."

The
new
corporation,
"Defense, Inc.," purchased the
Defense Department's assets
for $1. Operating capital was
raised through the sale of
"Defense, Inc., Bonds" under
the slogan, "Buy a Share in
America!"

The
directors,
being
businessmen, immediately
called for a cost analysis of the
entire Indo-Chinese operation.
It showed a "high profi t
potential" in the future sale of
off-shore oil leases and rubber,
tin and tourist concessions. All
looked
rosy.
At
last
Americans knew what they
were fighting for.
But Defense, Inc., hadn't
been in business a week when it
was hi t by that bane of all
businessmen -- labor trouble.
A wildcat strike by the newlyorganized Machine Gunners,
Mortar Sighters & Ammunition
Carriers Union, Local 2643,
started it.
We're currently averaging 63
cents an hour in take-home
pay," Unit Chairman (formerly
Sergeant) Harry Hoffa said
angrily. "The union guy in the
States is making $5 and $6 an
hour -- with a sight better
chance of surviving to take it
home."
The strike spread. Defense,
Inc., had no choice but to up the
minimum hourly wage to $8.72
with time
and a half for
overtime and every employee's
birthday a paid:, holiday.
Even so, there was a labor
shortage. "High pay, exciting
challenge, easy advancement an Equal Opportunity Employer," read the ads in the

Help Wanted columns. But few
young men, after considering
the risks, bothered to apply.
With labor costs soaring,
economies were instituted. The
Laos
and
Cambodian
operations were terminated.
The Regional Director in Saigon
fired off constant memos to all
branch offices. Such as:
"The killing ' of innocent
civilians must cease forthwith.
Every employee is cautioned
that bullets cost an average 3.2
cents. In these difficult times
such waste can no longer be
tolerated."
As deficits mounted, attempts
were made to rent the An]ly to
other countries. But no nation in
modern times has been able to
afford soldiers who were paid
the prevailing wage scales.
So in six months, Defense,
Inc., went bankrupt.
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There was some talk of the
Government taking over the
war and subsidizing it again to
the tune of $25 billion or so
annually. But America had
learned its lesson. It was now a
nation of . pacifists.
"War is it violation," said one
gloomy businessman, expressing the common thought,
"of everything our free enterprise system holds dear."
(Copyright Chronicle
Publishing Co. 1971)
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F ACUL TY EVALUATION POLL

~orum

1. What is your major?
2. Year at UMR Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

3. Are you satisfied with the current "balance of power" between
students and faculty?

No

4. Do you believe that there is a communication gap between
students and faculty?
Y~s

NQ

,-

5.. How much a£tual vDting s~Y-SQAO YDT!1eel sfudents should have? '

None 10 per cent 20~rcent '.._'-,'"
More (please list) .
6. Are you for the current faculty proposal concerning F's ?
Yes

No

7. Do you feel that the majority of your instructors need to take
some education courses to enable tl!em to teach better?
Yes

inte

SEC
Lee

Senior

Graduate

Yes

SEt
and

No

8. DO YOU FEEL THAT THERE IS A NEED FClR A FACULTY
EVALUATION COMMITTEE? YES NO
-

9" Are you '~atistied wtth"your . own departmen't?
Yes No
10. Are you enrolled in your origjnal major (for Jr & Sr only) Yes

No
11. Has your advisor been ... Satisfactory Unsatisfactory
12. DO YOU FEEL THAT SOMETHING SHOULD BE DONE TO
BRIDGE THE BARRIER BETWEEN THE STUDENTS AND
ADMINISTRATION (answer only if answer to No.4 was yes )
Yes No
13. How do you advo.c ate this action . PeacefUlly through whatever
channels are available. Peacefully with protests, rallies and
petitions, violently?
DROP ALL BALLOTS IN MISSOURI MINER MAILBOX IN THE
STUDENT UNION

Circle 4 Trailer Ct.
Vida, Mo.
Feb. 25, 1971
Mr. Roger Ellis, Editor
The Missouri Miner
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Mo.
Dear Mr. Ellis,
My
most
' sincere
congratulations on your recent
article entitled , "Our InI~pt
Faculty". You have focus.E,!d

Prose-cu~ion
(Continued from I'llge 1)
tations to let .. students know
what he expects of them while
they are here and let them know
wha t services his office can
offer them before and after they
get in trouble.
Mr. White stated that he has
no strong opinion pro or con on
the legalization of mllrijuana.
But at the moment it is a felony
·to use it 'or posseS» it and his
office must continue to
prosecute. He anticipates more
arrests in the future but hopes
that recent arr~sts will curb the ·
use of drugs ·in this area.
.:He stated -use'of drugs in tlie
19caLjuflior'high and high school
Was , picked up again. The
Missouri State Highway Patrol
r..eports that th.e junior high age
have evidently more users.
They have reason to believe
that drugs are being used as
early as the 6th grade here.
When asked concerning the
recent bombing of the Phelps
County Courthouse Zane White
replied that it is "suspicion
only" that students were
responsible. He added that if
students were guilty there were
doing it to only show it could be
done -- terroristic reasons. The
bombing took place shortly
after Jim Mason and two others
were arrested on drug and
narcotics charges.

attention to the very core of
UMR's biggest problem, and I
am pleased to know that the
Miner staff is interested enough
in the integrity of the school to
voice such a protest.
Sincerely,
Fred W. Erdmann
Graduate Student
pox 522, Thom,as.Jefferson Hall
l\.Qlla, Missouri 65401
• - March 1, 1971
Mr. Roger Ellis
'~ ' ' " '
Editor, Missouri Miner
\
University of Missouri-Rolla "
Rolla, Missouri 65401
'
Dear Roger:
"
I would like to make my
feelings known on the carryi'ng
of Shillelaghs, In the Feb. 24,
issue of the Missouri Miner, it

prill

was stated that "These
shillelaghs shall be sized to %
length of height and V4 weight
by body."
According to Webster's
Seventh
New
Collegiate
Dictionary, a shillelagh is a
"cudgel," of which a cudgel is
"a short heavy club." I am 5'
10" tall and 15.0 pounds. Now I
think it is silly for st. Pat's
Board to go and contradict what
':'a shillelagh is. Last year, I was
<I ,freshman and don't feel it is
tight that person must be
required to carry around 40
poW)ds, or whatever V4 of their
weight is. '
If the Shillelagh were of a
reasonable length and weight, it
ni.ight be better accepted.
Sincerely Yours,
Barry R. Matthews
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Memo: UMR Faculty
Re: Better Communications
From: UMR Student Council
We, the members of UMR Student Council, are becoming increasingly concerned about the lack of communications between
the faculty and students on issues of vital importance to the student
body. ,We would like to offer for your consideration our analysis of
the problem and possible solutions to it.
We are aware that the present policy of the faculty in going over
the draft of by-law changes is to exclude input from other campus
elements until you have once gone over the entire draft. This approach, we believe, is not a good one for the following reasons.
One, inclusion of as much opinion from other sources on campus
during the inspection of this draft can only prove to expedite the
final passage of the proposed by-laws, since final acceptance of all
concerned will come only after all have had their input. Making the
by-laws a "pill" which no one, including the students, can
"swallow" by excluding their points of view can only produce
campus friction and delay its final passage.
Two, student concerns over some of the changes proposed in the
last few weeks tend to be more emotional than logical, but only
because they do not know the facts. Free discussion of these
proposals will alleviate much of the overreaction which the
students are now displaying .
We hope that you will consider the criticisms we have made here,
and will come to the same conclusion that we have, that open
discussion of these changes is in the best interest of the campus.
Sincerely,
The UMR Student Council
-s- Chuck LaJeunesse. President

Prop,?sed By-Law Change
ARTICLE V -- GENERAL LECTURES COMMI'M'EE

ll'(OBB

SECTION 1. The sole purpose of the committee shall be to procure
and conduct General Lectures of popular entertainment in the best
interests of the student body.
SECTION 2. Each academic year, ten per cent of the General
Lectures funds shall be funded to the Student Union Board for
procuring cultural and fine arts entertainment in the best interests
of the student body.
SECTION 3. The Chairman of the General Lectures Committee
shall be responsible for organizing and chairing a committee composed of Student Council members and students who are not
Council members. They shall plan, organize, and conduct the
General Lectures series.

at's
what
Il was

t it ~
t ~
ld4il
their

SECTION 4. Before any contractural arrangements are made by
the General Lectures Committee, the group must submit a
recommendation to the Student Council for approval of the expenditure.

By-Law Before Revision
ARTiCLE

v-

GENERAL LECTURES

SECTION 1. Each academic year 100 per cent of the General
Lectures funds shall be funded to the Student Union Board for
procuring entertainment in the best interests of the student body.
SECTION 2. The Student Union Board shall present a financial
statement to the Student Council after each concert .
SECTION 3. A Student Council member shall be appointed by the
Executive Committee to serve on the Student Union Board Social
Committee and shall make report to the council as necessary
nh

~,;

101,

P"
.nto

Deadline - Friday

High School Recruiters Needed
The Student Council is asking
for help to recruit high school
seniors. Volunteers are sought
to return to his or ber high
school during Easter vacation
(April 4-12).

Council will be sent ah ..ad of th~
recruiter to the high school
since the recruiter will be the
official representative of UMR
and possible better copperation
will be received.

The Registrar's office will
bold a seminar, instructing the
recruiters on the procedure to
talk to high school seniors and
counselors. The Miners will be
given sample questions which
will be similar to those asked by
the high school seniors. The
Miners will also carry back to
their high school a "Recruiting
Packet" which will contain all
information about UMR that a
senior will want to know.

This is an opportunity for

A letier from

th~ Student

each Miner to aid UMR and at
the same time help a hometown
friend receive the. information
he needs. Do not delay if interested.
If there are any questions,
contact John Pepper 364-2314.
Turn in form at the Student
Council mail box at the Student
Union candy counter. Deadline
is March 12, 1971.
ST. PAT IS COMINGI

Dear Hortense,
What's this bad rumor I hear
about our beloved wrestling
coach being afflicted with the
dread disease "Scarlottus
Radneckus?" Is it true that the
only cure known to man is a
crew-{!ut? We'll all be "proud"
if he is cured in time for the
district meet.

and the Student Personnel
Office has disappeared.
P.P. Pectel
Dear Pec,
.Have you tried narcing on the
door of the old Kappa Sig
house?

The Audie Keyton Fan Club
Dear Keyton Clubbers,
Crew cuts are quite good, but
there is a new wonder drug
which can heal this affliction.
Go to the local druggist and ask
him for Sup-rostrate, made by
the Saughers Pharmacy Labs.

Dear Hort,
Is it true tha t Chas
Lauderhunch Ka-neeks with
collies?
Roger Kiemins
Dear Rog ,
No! No! No! She's not even
pedigreed.

Dear Hortense,
Help quick. I'm an Iranian
student who 's being shafted
again. I'm about to be deported

Affairs Committee to " Back
Off. "
It seems to me that the
Registrar 's Office , which is
being over worked, over
crowded , under staffed, undertrained, and constantly
bitched at, should be commended for the fine job they
manage to do.
Sic 'em R .O. and don't let
them push you around.

Dear Hort,
Are you really Lou Moss in
disguise?
Dear Stud,
No, but I may be moving to
Columbia soon, if that helps.

Dear Hortense,
I have noticed tha t our " in "
famous B&G boys are taking
our good old lamp posts out and
putting in 5 year guarantee
stainless steel jobs. What's the
scoop?
John Donn
Dear John,
I'll check up on the situation
and let you know next week.
Dear Hortense,
Would you please tell the
Student Council Academic

A Satisfied Student
Dear Satisfied,
Apparently you do your
registering at Rosies in Dixon.
You're right though . I would
personally like to commend the
Regis trar 's Office for the fine
job it did by giving me a worse
schedule this semester than
ever before. Ke ep up the good
work.

Dear Hortense,
Where can a brilliant, but
unhappy yearbook advisor with
69 years of experience, find a
job for which he is qualified?
Curls Moldy
Dearest Curls,
Have you contacted Miss
Polly Poons, editor of the Rolla
Junior " Bullpup" yearbook?

Mates To Play Games
The Association of Married
Students will have its monthly
business meeting on Thursday,
March 11, 1971, 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union ballroom . After
the meeting there will be entertainment in the form of "The
Mates Game" , a tRke-off from
T.V.'s Newly wed Game. The

audien(:" w.ill be invited to
particip lte and a goOC: time will
be promised to all. Refresh ·
meents will be ser 'ed. All
married students are invited to
come.
A Bake Sale will be sponsored
by the Association of Married
Students on Saturday, March 13

at Carp's Store fr(lm !! a .m .-6
p.m . All sor~ of homemade
baked goods will be on sale for
your choosing.
Be planning to attend the
married couples st. Pat's party
on Saturday, March 20 at the
Engineer's Eating Club.
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Honorary St. Pat's Knights
Terry W. Donze
Delta Sigma Phi
The Brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi have elec ted Terry W.
Donze as their representa tive to
be knighted according to the
traditions of St. Pa t's. Terry, a
gradua ting senior in geol ogical
engin eering, has bee n ver y
ac ti ve in both ca mpus fun ctions
and the fraternity during the
last four yea rs.
Among his ma ny ca mpus
ac tivities , Terry ha s ser ve d
APO as Pres ident , 2nd vi ce
president , sec ret a r y , a nd
pl edge class president a nd
received their awards for bes t
pledge , and last fall for APO
Man of the Year. Also active in
Blue Key , Terry has held the
offices of secretary and alumni
secretary and was recognized
as Blue Key Man of the Month
for January 1971.
Campuswide , his interests
range from memb ership in
Sigma Gamma Epsilon Earth
Science Honorary , to the
Association of Eng inee ring
Geologists , of which he wa s a
charger member , secreta ry,
a nd preside nt. Involv ed in
many campus concerns , Terry
is also a member of the Ca mpus
Interservice Council , President
of the UMR Park Board , and
member of the Student Traffic
Committee
a nd
Fac ulty
Committee on Traffi c Sa fe ty.
Also a past member of Student
Union Specia l Ev ents Com mittee, Intercollegiate Knights,
NSPE , and the C.L. Dake
Society , it is no wonder th a t
Terry was selected to be a
member of Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges
and Universities.
Within -Delta Sig, Terry has
been secretary , historian, an
alternate to the 1969 convention,
and was elected Outstanding
Active for the Fall 1970, just to
name a few activities. With
such a long record , Terry will
once again be representing
Delta Sig during St. Pat's.

Mark Elfrink
Sigma Tau Gamma
Sigma Tau Gamma is proud
to present brother Mark Elfrink
as their candidate for St. Pat's
knight. Mark has served as
Steward and vice-president for
our house. When elected ugly
man last year he made an
impressive showing by placing
third in the " most money per
man" category. On campus , he
has been a c tive in In tercollegiate Knights , Scabbard
& Blade , a nd ASME. He
gradua ted last semester with a
2.96 acc umul a tive a nd is
presently enrolled in graduate
school

James Allen Janssen
Beta Sigma Psi
Th e men of Beta Sigma Psi
are proud to present brother
J a mes Allen J a nssen as their
ca ndidate to receiv e the honor
of St. Pa t's Knighthood . Jim is a
senior in Civil Engineering
from Nokomis, Illinois.
Jim has been very ac tiv e in
his fraternity and on campus
while being a member of Theta
Tau, ASCE , a nd a former
member of the St. Pa t's Board .
As a member of Beta Sig, Jim
work ed dilig e ntly for his
fr a ternity in the offices of social
chairman , athletic chairman ,
se rgea nt a t a rms , a nd
president. In the pas t 2 yea rs he

has served the St. Pat's Board
as publi city chairman and
secretary. P resently, Jim is the
pre~ ident of Theta Tau having
also serv ed as treasurer a nd
vice president. This past fall
Jim was honored by being
na med to Who's Who Among
Students In America n Colleges
a nd Uni versities.
Th e men of Bet a Sig agr ee
tha t the halls do not contain a
more deserving candida te for
knighthood than Jim J anssen.

Alpha Delta ; Associate Editor
of the Rollamo for two years;
and as a memu"r of the St. Pat's
Board. Aside from these many
activities, Chuck ha s served on
the Student Council Academic
Affairs Committee , Board of
Trustees for UMR Publications ,
In te rs e rvic e C oun c il ,
University Center Committee,
18 Year Old Vote Coalition,
Student Union Boa rd of
Directors , and the Poets Club .
Chuck has been honored by

resident of T.J . for 4 years,
during which he served as
treasurer for one year. He has
been Vice President of Phi Eta
Sigma , Alpha Phi Omega, a nd
ASCE,; Secretary of ASCE ; and
President of ASCE and Chi
Epsilon . In addition , he holas
membership in Tau Beta Pi , Phi
Kappa Phi , Kappa Mu Epsilon ,
Theta Tau , Circle K, I.K. ,
S.A.E ., the Student Council , and
the Student Union Board .
John seems to have a bright

Pat's Day. Larry is a senior
here at Rolla, and has been
active in both fraternity and
campus activities. On campus
he's a member of APO, ASCE,
Theta Tau, and the Student
Council. In Student Council he's
in charge of sales tickets, and is
on the referendum committee.
At Sigma Nu he's been social
chairman , intramural manger,
DPC chairman , pledge marshall , and a member of almost
all intramural sports_ teams,
especially since lettering in
Varsity Baseball his freshman
year. All in all, we consider
Larry to be more than suitable
for thi honor .
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Mike Ratermann
Sigma Pi

Magj

Mike Ratermann is Sigma
Pi's St. Pat's Knight this year.
Mike is a senior in chemical
engineering and was formerly a
co-op student. He is from
Webster Groves, Mo . Mike uses
his experience well in helping
around the house. We feel that
Mike will honor St. Pat well by
playing in the green goop.
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Ken W. Wall
Fifty-Miner's Club

The Knighting ceremonies left newly dubbed Knights in need of a shower.

Kent Kelly
Kappa Sigma
For 1971, the men of Kappa
Sigma are proud to present
Kent Kelly as their honorary st.
Pat's Knight. Throughout his
four years at UMR , Kent has
become one of Kappa Sigma's
most outstand ing brothers.
Kent has held house offices , was
voted pledge of the year , and
has participated in intramural
sports for the house.
On campus , Kent is a EE
major holding a 3.11 overall. He
is also a member of IEEE , Eta
Kappa Nu , Intercollegiate
Knights, Circle K, Scabbard &
Blade, and the Rolla Sports Car
Council.
Off campus, Kent hales from
Des Peres , Missouri , where his
outs id e int er ests li es with
sports, sportcars, motorcycles,
a nd hi s fi a nce 'Mi ss Juli e
Siegerli s t.

Charles Laderoute
Triangle
The men of Tri angle a re very
proud to an nounce their ca ndidate for Kn ighthood to be
Cha rl es Dav id La deroute, a
senior
in
Eng in ee ring
Ma nagement from St. Joseph,
Mo. A ve ry act iv e memb er of
his fra ternit y, Chuck has served
as President, 1s t vice president,
2nd vic e president , house
ma nag e r, socia l chairman ,
publi c r ela tions officer , and
rush chairman. On campus,
Chuck ha s served as President,
vi ce pres id ent , and special
events director of the Studeht
Union Board ; Pres ident and 1st
vice president of Alpha Phi
Omega; P r eside nt of Ga mm a

being named to Who's Who in
American Univ ersities and
Colleges, National Fraternity
Hall of Fame, Alpha Phi Omega
Man of t~,e Year, Top 8 IFC
Men of the Year, and Top
Triangle 's on Campus. He was
also named as the Herald in the
1970 St. Pat's Court. With such a
fine record the men of Triangle
feel that Chu ck is quite
deserving of this fine honor.

Dennis Hewey
Tech Club
The men o~ Tech Club are
honored and privileged to
present as theil St. Pat's
Knight , Mr. Dennis Hewey. A
senior in Civil Engineering ,
Dennis is also active in ICC and
in the senior board of control
representative for Tech Club.

Scott Camenzind
Pi Kappa Phi
Scott Ca me nzind ha s been
elected by the broth er s of Pi
Kapp a Phi to be knight ed in
traditional s tyle this coming St.
Pa t's . As a guard on the court
last year and presently parade
fund chairman, Scott has been
an active member of th e St.
Pa t's Board for three years. He
is also a member of Theta Tau
and is currently a senior
majoring in Civil Engineering.

John Gayer
Thomas Jefferson
The residents of Thomas
Jefferson are proud to announce
that they have selected Mr.
John Gayer to serve as a knight
on the court of St. Pat. John,
who is originally from Ash
Grove, Missouri, has been a

future. In addition to being quite
a ladies~ ' man, he is intelligent
(3.7 GPA), athletic (participating in intramural softball
and foot ball) and has a high
draft
number
(221-1970
priority ). He plans to go to work
after graduation and has had a
couple of offers.
John is not only very
accomplished , but very likely to
succeed. Considering all of this,
John Gayer will make an excellent knight.

Joe Ward
MRHA
Joe Ward , President of the
Men's
Residence
Halls
Assoc iat ion , comes from
Decatur, Ill. Joe is a member of
AEM and has served in many
official capacities in the MRHA.
Joe has truly been a substantial
contribution to the MRHA .

Phil Bolt
Campus Club
Calilpus Club is proud to
present Phil Bolt as its ca ndida te for knighthood . Phil is a
24 year old Veteran majoring in
Psychology .
His
over a ll
gradepoint is 3.05. At Campus
Club he is the Sccretary Treasurer and Student Council
Phil
is
Representative.
curren ~ ly Pagemaster for Intercollegiate Knights. Bring the
winner of th<! Centennial
Mustache and Beard contest is
his major claim to UMr.. fame .

Larry Schall
Sigma Nu
Larry Schall was recently
c ho sen to be Sigma Nu ' s candidate for the knighting
ceremonies to take place on St.

The Fifty-Miner 's Club is
honored to present Mr . Kenneth
W. Wall as their 1971 Honarary
St. Pat's Knight.
Hailing from Paducah,
Ke ntucky , Ke nny attended
Paducah Junior College , before
transferring to UMR in 1968.
Kenny is presently the
business manager of the club,
and is also extremely active in
I.C.C. and all major intramural
activities.
Majoring
in
chemical
engineering ,
Kenny
will
graduate in May , and the
members of the Fifty-Miners
Club feel that this would be a
mostfitting and proper goodbye
and thank you!
.

David Ripplinger
Prospector's Club
Prospector's Club proudly
presents David Ripplinger as
their 1971 St. Pat's Knight.
Dave, a graduating senior in
Metallurgical Engineering,
hails from Mt. Vernon , Ill ., and
served as vice president of "P"
Club during the fall 1970.
semester. Future plans and
interests include work in the
field of metallurgical process
development a nd a contin ued
active support of the individual's right to own and use
firearms .

David Sibigtroth
Shamrock Club
Shamrock Club proudly
presents David Sibigtroth as
their knight for st. P a t 1971.
Da ve is a senior from ' LaSalle,
Illinois , majoring in Ci vil
Engineering. He has been very
active in intramurals and other
club activities. As pusher of the
club he was able to gain the
support of all freshmen. These
efforts could not go unwarranted and thus gained him
knighthood.

Rick Carver
Acacia
The men of Acacia Fraternity
are honored to present their
candidate for Knight of St. Pat's
Rick Carver. Rick, who is from
Ironton, Missouri , will be
graduating this spring as a
Mechanical Engineer. Rick has
served Acacia as its St. Pat's
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Destine For Green
rep, pledge trainer, membership chairman, and has been
a great contributor in all house
functions. Good luck to a breat
guy.

Varsity Wrestling Team.
He is also a very active
member of Alpha Phi Alpha.
Serving as corresponding
secretary in 1969 led him to be
the Undergraduate Regional
Director of the fraternity in
1969. He was vice president in
1970 and is now president of
Alpha Phi Alpha , Epsilon Psi
Chapter.
Spider has hobbi es such as
record co llecting, athletic
photography , and fishing.
For wha t he has done for the
school and his fraternity , the
men of Alpha Phi Alpha feel

James Walker
Delta Tau Delta
James Warren Walker, a
senior in electrical engineering
from Herrin. Ill.. has beer.
elected by the brothers of Delta
Tau Delta to be dubbed Knip,ht
of St. Patrick on Saturday,
March 20.
Jay will come before St.
Patrick as a man talented in
many ways. A former ('(HlP
student
with
American
Magnetics Inc .. of Carbondale.
Ill., he earned his private pilot's
license just last summer.
He has served his chapter well
as special events chairman and
safety chairman. In the community , Jay is active as a water
safety instructor with the Red
Cross. This fall he was chosen
publics relations director of
Radio Stal.ion KMSM after
working as an announ~er since
1968. In his new j.)b a' KNISM
he was instrumental in
publishing the recent KMSM
program poll.

Jim Mason
GDI
In an effort to preserve the
long standing tradition of Saint
Patrick, we, the men and
women of the Independents are
proud to present our candidate
for Knighthood , Jim Mason.
Jim , a senior in English, from
Independence, Missouri , h~s
loyally served the Independents
as their Vice President as well
as editor of the 60-Miner.
In view of his past performance , we are sure that Jim
will measure up to this honor
bestowed upon him
and
therefore offer him into the
Knighthood of Saint Patrick .

Larry Burke
Kappa Alpha
Larry Burke, who is the
representative for knighting
from Kappa Alpha Fraternity ,
is a senior majoring in civil
engineering. Larry has held the
positions of social chairman and
corresponding secretary in his
fraternity . An overwhelming
vote chose Larry to be KA's bE-st
representative to be dubbed in
the green goop on St. Pat's.

Rick Overturf
Engineer's Club .
The men of Engineer's Club
are proud to present as their
honorary St. Pat's Knight -Rick " Quickie Rickie" Overturf.
Rick is a senior in Electricai
Engineering and is from Fair
Grove , Missouri . Rick is
presently serving as president
of Engine Club, vice president
of ICC, and Photo Editor of the
Missouri Miner. He has served
in the past on many Engine Club
committees and has been active
in GDI and on the Rollamo
Board .
The reason "Quickie Rickie"
was chosen for liJis honor is
because his mother said he
looks good in ~reen?

Charles Roth
Phi Kappa Theta
The Brothers of Phi Kappa
Theta are proud to announce as
their representative to the St.

that Brother Morrison is very
deserving of this honor.

Jeff Green
Sigma Phi Epsilon
The '71 St. Pat's Knight
candidate for Sigma Phi Epsilon is Jeff Green. He is a
Senior and is majoring in
Ceramic Engineering.
He has been a member of the
UMR Rugby Team and has
been very active in intramural
athletics. He has also served as
past Senior Marshal of Sigma
Phi Epsilon.

Schedule Of Events
For St. Pats
Friday . March

Pat's Knighting ceremonies,
Bro. Charles Roth. Charley is a
senior from Ste. Genevieve
majoring
in
Mechanica l
Engineering. He hopes to
graduate in May.
Charley was awarded this
prestigious honor because of his
services to his campus and his
fraternity. Although active on
campus in APO , Circle K, SAE,
and on the Rollamo Staff , and
serving his fratern ity as Rush
Chai rm an, on the Executive
Council , and officiating on
numerous
committees ,
Charley 's main attribute is his
genuine interest in the people he
works with. And we , the
brothers of Phi Kappa Theta,
believe that this single
characteristic warrants .such a
reward as a dunk in the
legendary 'green goop.'

John Stucker
Tau Kappa Epsilon
The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon have selected John
Stucker as their candidate for
St. Pat's Knighthood. John has
served TEKE as secretary and
rush chairman and is currently
the pledge trainer. John has
been the treasurer and inner
guard of Theta Tau , the
sergeant-at-arms of APO, vicepresident of ISA , and is a
member of AIME and AlAA.
Also, John has served as vicepresident of the IFC.
We, at TEKE , take special
delight in offeri;1g John as .our
1971 St. Pat's Knight.

August E. Heck
Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha is proud to
present August E. Heck , Jr., as
our candidate for the St. Pat's
knighting ceremony.
Gus is a senior in evil
Engineering from St. Louis, Mo.
He spends much of his time
working for KMSM as a sports
announcer but is also a member
of UMR's pep balld and marching band. In addition, Gus has
been Organizations Editor for
the Rollamo and h3s been
pledgemaster and secretary for
the house .
He, as well as the rest of the
men in the chapter are looking
forward to the completion of his
knighthood to ::it. Pat's. We feel
tha t the green goop will provi~;)
the final test as to whether or
,not Gus is as buoyant as he
appears .

In

8:00-10:00A .M.
10:00-12:00
1:30P .M.
1:30-2:30
2:30-5 :30

Harold Gast
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Alpha Epsilon Pi is proud to
present Harold Gast as our 1971
St. Pat's Knight. Harry is a past
master of A.E.Pi , has been
lieutenant master twice, and is
currently our senior I.F ,C.
representative. He also starts
on most of our intramural
teams. We feel Harry is
deserving of this honor and will
represent us well.

6:00-8:00

8:30-10:00
8:00-12:00
10:00-1:00

Keith Talbert
Theta Xi

Queens Interviews
Coronation practice held at Multipurpose Bldg.
St. Pat arrives at 7th and Rolla
Tap Green Beer at Top Hat
Contest at Lions Park -Shelter no. 4
Endurance Contest
Judging of beards
Six-pack chug
Shillegeagh and Cudgels Contest
Girls quart chug
Dinner to honor Honorary Knights
Senior Board members
Retiring Queen
Queen of Love and Beauty
Coronation and Honorary Knighting
Multipurpose Building
Rolla Citizen 's Dance
Coronation Dance

Saturday. March 20
8:00A.M.
8:30
9:00
9:30
10: 00-12: 00
11 :00-1:00
12:00
1:00P.M.
4:00-6:00

Theta
Xi
fra ternity
would
like
to
present
Keith Talbert as their St. Pat's
Knight. Keith is a graduating
senior majoring in electrical
engineering. He has served his
fraternity as vice-president ,
steward, house manager , and

Floats start to assemble at 11th and Park
Non-floats assemble at 6th andd Park
Painting of Green Strip down Pine Street
St. Pat goes down Pine Street
Parade Sfarts
Jaycees Bar-B-Que at Frisco Depot
Town Beard contest at Modern Barber Shop
Knighting ceremony at football field
General Lecture

stude;r~~:il~:;:s:~ative'l _A_.u.t.o_s_.O_f_Y_e_s_t.e_r.-.Y_e.o_r_...1
•

Theta Chi

•

A 1907 Cadillac , 1917 Stanley
Bruce Herzog , Theta Chi's Steamer, 1924 Oldsmobile, are
candidate for Honarary Knight some of the many automobiles
of St. Patrick is a graduating from the past currently on
senior
in
mechanical
engineering. Bruce is a diligent display at the AUTOS OF
VESTER-YEAR Museum at
worker , both for the house ond •
on campus, as he has held
several offices within the house ,
currently vice-president and is
a student council representative
this semester.
Most of you probably know
Bruce as our Bad Man on
campus and because of this and
his other achievements we feel
Bruce is a worthy candidate for
the honor.

•

pleted in about a month.
The lounge will depict the
"gay 90's" atmosphere. It is
designed to sea t 170 persons.
One of the unique decorations
wi ll be booths styled similar to

Robert Morrison
Alpha Phi Alpha
This year the Men of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity have
unanimou sly closen Brother
Robert R . Morrison Jr ., to be
our knight in the knighting
ceremony. Robert Morrison ,
known to most of the students at
UMR as Spider, is a senior
majoring in Engineering
Management with an Electrical
Engineering minor.
Robert Morrison was a
member of the St. Pat's Board
from 1969-70. He has also been
in many other campus
organizations. He is presently
secretary for the Association of
Black Students , Treasurer of MClub, and co-captain of the

Carney Manor . The museum,
open dai ly from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m .
is owned and operated by
George Carney who does all the
restoration work himself in the
lower level of the museum .
Much history surrQunds each
car in the Carney Collection,
most of it having been
resea rched by Carney.
Among other att ractions at
the Museum include an Art
Gallery (completed this week)
and th e PUB
MOBILE
LOUNGE which is to be com-

old cal' bodies, with gaslights ,
old time park pavilion bandstands, etc .

NOTICE!
" Green Beret" movie
has been changed to
Wednesday, Ma rch 17. The
movie will be shown in the
Student Union Ballroom at
4:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
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Miner's Roving Reporter:

Nixon Bombs Southeast Asia
Over the last few months ,
President Nixon has ordered
intensified bombing over Laos ,
and other sites in Southeast
Asia for the sta ted reason of
"Facilitating the withdrawa l of
troops in Vietnam. " When interviewed and asked the
question "Do you believe the
bombing of Laos will aid in
troop withdrawal?" most UMR
students disagreed with the
president 's reasoning. The
majority gave intelligent answers, while a few suggested
anatomical impossibilities in
regards to the President's order.
As E.B., a junior majoring in
Math put it, "The President, in
widening the bombing in
Southeast Asia , seems to be

drawing us further into a mess
we should have never gone into
in the first place. Even if these
bombings do help protect our
troops, we seem to be signal to
the Asians that we think we
have the right to intervene
anywhere we want to. It sure
doesn't help them trust us.
A freshman, T.H., took a
slightly different view. He said,
"I don't re,ally think that I have
enough knowledge about the
subject to pass judgement on
President Nixon's policies. I'm
sure that Nixon's advisers think
that they're doing the right
thing in advising the bombing.
However, if you want a personal
opinion , I don't think th e
bombings will help things a
bit."

STUDENTS AND OTHER COLLEGE PERSONNEL

Need Summer Work?
Advertise!
Advertise Effectively!
ADVERTISE IN

OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunities is a business tabloid mag-a-paper which
goes to important employers in the St. Louis area and. the
surrounding 125 miles. Published every three weeks, It IS
mailed to all known hardgood manufacturers; fabrication
and assembly shops, and all known Building Contractors
and sub-<!ontractors in our coverage area, there they are
the people you need to reach early to secure a job before
the summer rush.
As a special service to student and college personnel we
will publish your one inch classified ad in our April 5th,
April 26, and May 17 issues for a total cost of only $9.95.
Regular charge is $17.25.
Send your ad copy of 38 words or less and $9.95 to Opportunities Publishing Co., 1043 Tampa, St. Louis, Mo.
63118, before April 1. Ads will be placed under Student
Situations Wanted in first come first serve order. They
will be grouped by location of student residence, be sure
your ad includes your town or county.

------.------ ----

"THE IRON MUG"
FEATURING

Another freshman, E.C.,
supported President Nixon 's
decision on the bombing. His
statement was, "I think
President Nixon has made a'
good decision in ordering the
bombing. The North Vietnamese are bringing supplies
down the Ho Chi Minh Trail, to
help fight us, and if we can cut
off these supplies of ammunition, then of course, we
will be able to get out of Viet
Nam easier. "
The opinion that Mr. Nixon's
policy was a wise one was an
isolated one, as witnessed by
the statement of M.W., who
said, "I think that President
Nixon made a mistake when he
ordered the bombing. E ven
though the idea thatthe bombing will help in troop withdra wa ls might be half-way
right , the chances are that the
bombing will only make us new
enemies in Laos. I mean , how
would you like it if someone
started bombing Texas so that
they would protect their troops
in Mexico? We'll just make new
enemies, while supposedly
we're damaging the North
Vietnamese.
One different point of view
was expressed by J.W., who
said, "I believe that you have to
look at it this way. Are we really
doing any good with our bombing? Even if we do slow down
the troop movement, and the
shipment of supplies in one
place, that just means that the
Communists will find a new way
to move them. They would have
to be stupid to only have one
trail to go south on. I just don't
think that the little good we
m\ght .accomplish is worth all of

YARC Needs Help
In our country, which is entering a period of identifying
and solving domestic problems,
it is saddening to learn of a
minority of people which has
not only been discriminated
against but also hidden from or
ignored by the public. This
group is the mentally retarded.
This treatment has been the
result of myths which surround
the retarded, but the facts
suggest more constructive
means of dealing with them.
There are no boundaries
against mental retardation . It
strikes victims of all ages,
races , locales, and sexes.
Between 3 per cent and 16 per
cent of our population is affected by mental retardation on
a personal level. There are at
least 200 diseases that unless
treated early can produce
retardation , especially viral
diseases which can easily induce encephalitis. The majority
of the retarded can be educated
or trained to occupy jobs which
are fulfilling and dignified. Not
only does vocational training
act as therapy for the retarded,
but also benefi ts society by
increasing the costs of. caring
for the retarded as they can
then earn their own livings. But
even more important, the I.Q. of
a retarded person can be increased. And the most important factor in increasing the

I.Q. is showing that person that
someone cares, that someone
gives a damn.
But what can a college
student carrying 17 hours per
semester and holding down a
full time job during the summer
do to improve the position of ~
mentally retarded? A lot if be
joins YARC (Youth Association
for the Retarded Children) and
volunteers at least five hours
per year working with retarded
children. The volunteer work.
varies from such activities as
reading aloud to the children,
playing with them, to helping in
the vocational workshops. To
join YARC , one must be between the ages of 13 and 25 and
have a desire to help. The experience can be frustrating at
times but is very rewarding
overall. For more information
please contact Dave Kutchback
364-2651, Rick Whitten 364-4037,
or the Diagnostic Clinic 3645510.
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More

Days 'til
St. Pats

NOTICE!
Student Union Board
applications for next year 's
officers and directors will
be available at the candy
counter and student union
board room starting March
12. Any present or former
student union committee
members are eligible to
apply.

the planes and pilots we lose."
As you can see by reading the
statements above, the students
at UMR seem to be very much
opposed to the extended
bombing. I'm also inclined to
agree to the last statement that
the small bit of good done by the
bombing is not worth t'he
enormous cost we are suffering

HANK'S PIT STOP

R

SELF SERVICE AUTO REPAIR
-_.

..B

* Engine Rebuilding Equipment
* Steam Cleaning & Tools Furnished
* Open 9:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 7 Days A Week
* Come Down & Ask About Our Membership

' CI

. J.]

11
Vi

'w
G

C(

R

Cl

Co

' t~

Location: Northwye Old 66
Behind Ramey's 6 Pock

Phone: 364-7827

Gi

'or
F;

RI

SPECIALS FOR ST. PATS

. ja
as
UI

- Turn Her ON With Flowers

"MILLER CAVE"

WED., Fri. and SAT.
MARCH 10, 12, 13, 1971
START ST. PAT'S OFF RIGHT
MILLER'S CAVE WElt. &THURS.
OPEN DAILY FROM 4:30 P.M. - BAND 9-1:111
GIRLS F-R-E-E
(OLD nME MOVIES, TOOl)

.

A green mum to carry Green carnations to wear -

dil

a&

-,

Be Her "Big" Leprechan
Give Her A Little One!

SUNNY WALL
Florist To St Pats and Her Majesty, The Queen!!
Order Now
Phone: 364-3161

"I

P,

Location: H wy 66

I

Across From Lions Park
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UMR Musical Groups
In Concert Tonight
The University of MissouriRolla ¥adrigal Singers and
.Brass ChOir will present a short
- concer.t at 8 p,m. tonight in the
. Mecha]lical
Engineer'ing
AuditoriUm . 'Fhe public 1s invited to ;lttend ,
The :Is-voice madrigal group
'will sing five English and
German
madrigal
vocal
compositions
from
the
Renaissance period, The Brass
Choir with 24 members will play
four selections , The y are
" Sonata Octavi Toni " by
Giovanni Gabrieli ; " Variations
. on LBIFD" (London Bridge is
Falling pown) arranged by AI
Reed ; "Requiem and Ritual ,"
jazz piece by Tom Davis ,
assistanl band director at the
University of Iowa, and ,
"'Fanfare" from the -opera "La
Paris," ..by Paul Dukas .
. Both 'g!;qups are : ,under ' the
direction of Joel' ' Kramme, assistant director of 'bands.

NOTICE! '
INTERCOLLEGIATE
KNIGHTS are forming a
Girl's Auxiliary. All girls
interested may obtain an
application form at the
Student Union Candy
Counter.

NOTICE!
k

"Way-In " Coffee House,
at the B.S.U., 11th & State
Streets will be open March
18 and 19, 8-12 p.m . Admission Free.

r----------------------,
WHOSE FAULT IS

7

PREGNANCY?

Alex Pizza Palace
Alex's Pizza Palace is a restaurant you Willfmd very popular with the UMR student bOdy. They feature Pizza that
will appeal to the most discriminating appetite. Cleanliness
prevails throughout the kitchen and dining area and eve r y
precaution is taken to see .that you get food prepared under
the most sanitary conditions.
'

It takes two to tango. Me n must share the responsibil ity for preventing unwanted pregnancy, After all , it's your future (and the
future of someone close to you) that's at stake, We've made it
easy for you to do your part. Now you can get cond oms-nationally known and imported European brands-through the pr ivacy
of the mail s, with no qu estions asked. You can get our il lustrated brochure and price list absol utely free-and at no obligation. Better yet, send us $5 and we'll ' ship you, postpaid, a
deluxe sampler package including the brochure, price list, and
3 each of six different condom brands, And we'll cheerfully
refund your mon ey if you're not absolutely satisfied. Why wait>
POPULATION PLANN IN G , AS SOC.
Box 2556-A , Ch a p e l Hill, N. C . 27514

Gentlemen : P lease send. me: _

Enjoy yourself, please your friends or entertain business
connections attAlex's Pizza Palace.

_

Your free b rochure a nd price

list at no obliga tion , _ _ Deluxe sampler p a ckage(s ) lremit-

tance enclosed ).

Faultless service and excellent selection are yours when
you dine at "ALEX's/' We suggest that for a real dining
pleasure you ·visit Alex's Pizza Palace often. ,The address Is
122 W. 8th Street in Rolla. Open4p.m. till 2 a.m. seven days
a week. Call 364-2669 for immediate delivery toyour door • .

e

To
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~
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The University of MissouriRolla chapter of Pi Epsilon Tau,
national honorary scholastic
petroleum fraternity, has
"adopted" Miss Kathy Stolp, 16
years old , of the Frances E.
Willard Methodist Homee in
Tulsa, Okla .
The
organization
has
provided $150 to Kathy to use in
any way she wishes. The pledge
class of last fall was looking for
a project which would permit
them to show concern for
others. Mrs. F . T. Carlile,
Tulsa, introduced them to the
idea off helping the girls of the
Frances E . Willard Home. To
obtain money for the project,
the pledge class members hired
themselves out to the UMR
petroleum engineering faculty
to do yard work around the
houses and other odd jobs.
The fraternity plans to continue helping Kathy and will
invite her to come to UMR this
spring for the pledge initiation
ceremonies. At this time , she
will be made an "honorary"
member of the chapter.
Charlie M. Ratliff , administrator of the Frances E .
Willard Methodist Home , has
written to the fraternity
members expressing his appreciation of their help. He said,
"This sponsorship which you
have undertaken should be a
meaningful one, both to Kathy
and to you. You will profit just
by knowing that you have
helped one person at least in the
struggle to find the real
meaning of life."

This past weekend, fiheen but all the new brothers exnew members were initiated pressed feelings of pride, joy,
into the brotherhood of Lambda and ye~, relief a t their
Chi Alpha Fra terni ty . The initiation.
weekend's ceremonies ter·
Jeff Stauffer, a sophomore
minated
five
month's majoring in Computer Science,
pledgeship for the new memo from Kansas City, was chosen
bers. Those initiated were Jeff Honor Pledge - a distinction
Stauffer, Dan Cartwright, Bob accorded the pledge who t he
Freese, Neal Grebing, Chuck active chapter feels- displayed
Naslund, Larry Fischher, Dan the most , outstanding perGiannattasio, Tom De Pauw, formance during pledgeship,
Cliff Felix, Stan Harmon, Jim White , a freshman
Captain Jim Stock, Ray majoring in Computer Science,
Komerous, John Hixson, Calvin also from Kansas City, was
named ' National Debt' , a
Curdt, and Jim White.
Following the initiation ' dubious honor achieved by
ceremonies, a banquet was held virtue of having been the la st
at the chapter house in honor of initiated.
Gary
L,
Leidwanger,
the new members. The guest
speaker at the banquet was Mr. President of the Chapter ,
Bill Kratzer , Student Union served as toast-masste r a nd
Director. His speech en- closed the program by
compassed the changes which congratulating Ritualist Larry
have taken place in the new Mayfield for the outstanding job '~7 A MXf-rEf< Of FACT, I'M GiLA!7 YOU V!<DPftO BY, f1<oFES50R
initiates, since they began done conducting the initiation ; SNARF - 1 WA NTED TO ASK y'0fJ ABOUT 5Q\o1£ Ci¥J<6 E? A
fEW OF YOLIR ?TUPENf5 HA'Y'E LfVELEP AGAINST YOU .II
school in August (Used to be and thanking Kevin Long, Mark
September).
Amsinger, and Paul Pantelis .
Following Mr. Kratzer's for planning and preparing a
excellent address , each new most sumptuous banquet ,
brother was called upon to give
a brief speech on his imMore days
pressions during pledging and
'til St. Pat's
initiation. Needless to say, some
colorful statements followed,

m

fen,

Pi Epsi Ion Tau
"Adopts" Girl

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Lambda Chi Alpha
Holds Initiation

a

hat
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Fraternity
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________________________________________

Ad~s~

______________________________________

State

City

Zip

,

_.

-

-CAREERS.
'National-lead is interviewing
all degree level candidates for
career ope~ings in these.fi~lds:

Accounting/finance '.
Business Administration
Ceramic Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Co~puter Science
Electric·al
Engineering
.: -.
.
Ge<»logy
Indu,strial Englne",erinJt
Industrial Relations Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Physics
~

",. '"

,

.~

_.,

.~

." ., We've got 50 divisions, 200 produ Gt lines', over
200 plants , I·abs and offices and plenty of ca reer
opportunities. See our interviewer on campus (d ate
listed below) or write College Relations Manager,
National Lead Company , 111 Broadway , New York,
New York 10006.

1\11
NATlONAL LEAD

An equal opportunity employer.

National Lead will be on campus:

Morc:h 22

~

.'
"
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Golfers Ready To
Regain MIAA Title

l'Ii:;INER SPOR TS
GLENN JENSEN, SPORTS EDITOR

Grapplers Place Sixth In MIAA
The g rappl ers finished off
th eir 1970-71 sea son last
Saturday as they competed in
the MIAA tournament held in
Warrensburg . The Miners found
the competition tough at the
match as they had to settle for
6th place out of the 7 teams that
were competing . Individua l
winners for UMR were Les
Robertson , who won th e
championship in the 134-pound
class , Ga r y McAlpin, who
plac ed
second
in
th e
heavyweight division , and Bob
Gregory who placed fourth in
the 126-pound class.
The team championship of the
meet went to NWMS who
compiled 75 points. The other
teams in order with their
respective points were : NEMS68, SEMS-50, CMS-48, SWMS-41,
UMR-27, and Lincoln U.-{).
Most of the UMR team had
the bad luck of meeting high
seeded wrestlers their first
rounds and were put out of the
tournament after they lost to
them. In the !l8-lb. class David
Zale wrestled first seeded J .
Fry and was defeated 10-1. Zale
then had a wrestle back against
J. Ensor of SWMS, but was
decisioned 7-0 by him. In the
126-pound class Bob Gregory
pinned D. Kyle in the first round
of the tournament, but lost to
first seeded L. Kerston , on a pin
in the second round . In the
finals Gregory was decisioned
by Oxford of SEMS 13-5 and
received fourth place . CoCaptain Les Robertson made a
grea t showing in the 134-pound
class. He pinned D. Dix of
Lincoln in the first round and
then went on to pin G. Matson of
CMS in the semi -finals . In the

finals Les decisioned Geis of in the first round 6-3. In the
SEMS 6-3 for the championship. second round Gary won a close
In the 142-pound class Mike match by a score of 4-3 over E.
Blackmore lost to M. Stallings Harris of CMS . In the finals
of NEMS on a pin in the thir Gary met up with 3 time MIAA
period and was eliminated from champion R . Simmons from
th e tourn a ment. Jim Wa tts NEMS . It was a tough match,
r eceived a bye in th e 150-lb. but Gary lost by a score of 2-5
cl a ss, but was defea ted by R. and received 2nd place.
The Miner wrestlers set ten
Looper 6-1 in the second round.
Wa tts then received a wrestle new school records and tied two
back but lost a close match to during the 1970-71 season prior
Willi a ms of NEMS . Larry to the MIAA conference meet
Howard had the luck of meeting last weekend. Gary McAlpin set
2nd seeded S. Hastie in the first the record for the most wins as
round and lost on a pin in the he posted 12 and also set a new
second period. In his wrestle mark for team points with 55.
back Howard was decisioned 9-3 He also set a newmark for most
by Hughel of CMS. In the 167- escapes with twelve.
pound class Mickey Simms was
Bob Gregory set a new record
pinned by G. Frimmel of SWMS for most match points (79) and
in the first round. Frimmel lost by scoring 19 points in one
his second match, therefore match set a new record in that
Simms didn't receive a wrestle category. He also set the school
back and was eliminated. Co- standard
for
most
captain Bob Morrison lost to 2nd predicaments with seven.
seeded R . Helms in the first
Steve Ganz set a new mark
round of the 177-pound class .
for least points given up in
Morrison was eliminated when seven or more matches as he
he lost 3-{) to Chaffin of SWMS in held his opponents to 27. He also
the wrestle back. Steve Ganz set a new mark for most
was seeded 2nd in the 190-pound takedowns with twelve. Ganz
class, but lost on a pin to A.
tied with Les Robertson for
Louvar in the first round of the most pins in a season with four,
tournament. Louvar lost his tying the school mark .
second match and Ganz was
Mike Blackmore and Bob
thus efiminated. In the
heavyweight division 2nd Gregory tied for a new school
seeded
Gary
McAlpin record by getting six near falls
decisioned D. Hansen of NWMS on their opponents .

Les Robertson tied the school
record for most consecutive
wins with five and set a new
school record for the fastest pin
by flattening his opponent in 37
seconds . Greg Miller pulled off
thirteen reversals to break the
school mark in that category.
Gary McAlpin led the Miners
with a 12-4-2 record, followed by
Steve Ganz at 10-4. Others included Bob Gregory 7-12, Mike
Blackmore 8-8-1, David Zale 611, Les Robertson 9-8-1, Bob
Morrison 5-10-1 , Jim Watts 6-10,
John Nugent 2-3, Kim West 2-3,
Kenton Hupp 4-6, Greg Miller 514, and Larry Howard 2-4.
Lettermen for Coach Joe
Keeton include second year
lettermen Gary McAlpin, Bob
Morrison, Bob Gregory, David
Zale, and Les Robertson. First
year lettermen are Robby
Armstrong , Kim West, Steve
Ganz, Kenton Hupp, Larry
Howard, Greg Miller, Mike
Blackmore, Jim Watts , John
Nugent, and Zeb Nash.

~IX returning lettermen will
grace Coach Bud Mercier's golf
squad this year, and they will be
shooting to improve on last
year's third place finish in the
MIAA, although the squad did
finish 15-3 before the conference
meet last year. The Miners
have been in the top spot two of
the last three years in the MlAA
and have the talent returning to
return to the number one
position.
Heading the list of returning
veterans will be two year lettermen Mike Sease, Alan
Carson, and Jim McKracken.
First year lettermen back are
Mike
Mulvaney,
Gary
Hamilton , and Mike Davis.
Several freshman prospects
will provide strong competition
for the starting spots and will
help give the team depth .
The Miner golfers are excited
about the trip to Scotland during
Easter vacation to play in the
St. Andrews International Intercollegiate Golf Tournament.
The course the Miners will play
on is over 300 years old and
should prove to be a real
challenge.
Due to undecided weather ,
the golfers have not had much
time to get outside and beat the
ball around, but with the advent
of better wea ther will be in the
process of getting in their 72
holes of play necessary for
qualification.
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" Over the Hump"
Thursday , March 11 ,
"Over the Hump" party in
Ballroom . Free Juke Box
11:30 - 3:00 from your
friendly "SUB " .

EI-Char-Eve
STEAK HOUSE
"We Serve The Greatest
Steaks kI Town"
Hwy. 63 'South

364-.

BUSY BEE

LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
14th & OAK

2

Shirts
Laundered

FREE

(ON HANGERS ONlY)
WITH CLEAIIING ORDER

Better run out now... so the Bud.doesn't then!

The Folks At The
509 Package Store

welcome
The UMR Miners To
Stop In
Anytime
We Will Not Knowingly Be Undersold
FREE Parking In Rear

STOCK UP NOW FOR

ST. PATS
TRAINER DIST. CO. INC.
Home of

Michelob - Bud - Busch
and Budman
Cuba, Mo.
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Bears Trot By UMR 68-53; Engine Takes Volleyball Title
Hemenover Double Winner TEKE Captures Runner-Up Slot
UMR's track team placed
second in a four-school indoor
track meet held in the SMS'
arena in Springfield Saturday.
UMR placed second to SMS by a
score of 53 to SMS's 68. The
schools defeated by UMR were
School of the Ozarks, which had
a score of 19, and Evangel,
which had a score of 10.
The crucial deciding point,
which helped to give SMS the
victory was when UMR failed to
place any runners in the 1000·
yard run. This run, and the two·
mile run, were the only races in
which UMR did not place. This
failure . to place, and SMS's
ability to place in these races,
resulted in the SMS win.
In placing second, the UMR
track team scored four first
place finishes, four second
places, six third place finishes,
and six fourth place finishes.
UMR did have one double
winner, Don Hemenover, who
placed first in the 6O-yard high
hurdles, with a time of 7.9
seconds, and the 6O-yard low
hurdles, with a time of 7.6
seconds.
The first place finishers for
UMR and their times are as
follows: Larry Nelson in the 600yard dash with a time of 1: 15.8;
Mueller in the 6O-yard dash,

with a time of 6.6 seconds, and
the double winner, Don
Hemonover, whose times are
already given above.
Rolla's second place finishers
were: Bill Dean, in the 440-yard
dash ; Hanstein in the shot put;
Bob Rice in the two-mile run ,
and Murty in the 880-yard run.
The third place finishers for
UMR were: Eric Potts in the 60yard dash ; Eric Potts in the 440yard dash; Scott Fletcher in the
6O-yard high hurdles; Curby in
the long jump; Curt Simmons
in the shotput; and Scott
Fletcher in the 6O-yard high
hurdles.
Finishing fourth for the
Miners were: Curby in the 60yard dash; Chever in the mile
run; Belcher in the 6O-yard high
hurdles; Schaeter in the long
jump; Young in the 6oo-yard
dash; and Erwin in the high
jump.
Altogether , the UMR track
team had a good day Saturday,
taking three of the four places in
two events, the 60 yard dash,
and the 60-yard high hurdles.
The Miners also took two out of
the top four places in five
events, those being the 440-yard
dash, the long jump , the shot
put, the 6oo-yard dash , and the
6O-yard low hurdles.

Dick Graham and Ed Emory
led a powerful Engine Club
team to a two game sweep of the
finals of the 1971 intramural
volleyball tourney. Graham and
Emory provided powerful
spiking and Engine Club
showed good teamwork in
gaining the top spot. Runner·up
was Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity.
Both teams were keyed up at
the start of the match and
neither team could take control
of the game. Engine Club
carved out a 7-2 lead, but the
game Tekes came back to cut
the lead to one, 7-6. Engine then
built up a four point lead, 11-7,

"nli th':'n wh.m the ~('orp got to
13-9, both teams set up and
spiked on just about every serve
and scoring lulled somewhat.
Engine then shot out to a more
commanding lead at 16-9 and
then took complete control for a
21-11 win.
The second game was all
Engine Club as they streaked to
eleven straight points before
Teke could get on the
scoreboard. The Tekes kept
fighting back and narrowed the
gap to 13-6 before the Engine
Clubbers ran off eight more
points for a 21-6 advantage and
the championship.
Phi Kappa Theta and Beta

Sports Ca'r Buffs
Sponsor Gymkhana
This Sunday, March 14, the
UMR Sports Car Club will host
its second gymkhana of the
season. Hoping for an even
larger crowd than last time, the
club members have secured the
ideal location at Schwitzer
Division east of Rolla on 1·44.
This location can be easily
reached. It is the Industrial
Park located off the first exit
ramp on 1-44 (Mule Trading
Post) and north of the interstate.
The UMR Sports Car Club is
an approved organization
whose membership includes
students and faculty tha t share
a common interest in the
pleasures of driving. The entry
fees go entirely towards the

promotion of club functions and
not its members.
The upcoming event is a
gymkhana event similar to the
previous one at the Carp's store
lot. This is a closed loop course
defined by guiding pylons. One
car will be on the track at a time
and will be running for
accuracy and time. Join in the
excitement or just come and
watch. All drivers and cars
welcome. Four classes -- four
first prizes ; also everyone
receives dash plaques and a
best time of the day prize will be
given. Registration 11 :30.
Members $2.00, non-members
$3.00. Prepare your car and help
make this the best event yet.
NOTE: Free spectator admission

Sigma Psi tied for third and
Kappa Sigma and Lambda Chi
Alpha tied for fifth. Thp. final
intramural volleyball standings
and the points received by each
team
are
as
follows:
1. Engineer's Club
320
2. TKE
310
3. Phi Kappa Theta
295
4. Beta Sigma Psi
295
5. Kappa Sigma
275
6. Lambda Chi
275
7. 59'ers
255
8. Delta Sigma Phi
255
9. Tech Club
225
10. Sigma Pi
225
11. Sigma Nu
225
12.MRHA
225
13. Kappa Alpha
200
14. Pi Kappa AlpJ!a
175
15. Sigma Phi Epsilon
175
16. Shamrock Club
175
17. T.J.
175
18. Mates
135
J9. Alpha Phi Alpha
135'
20. Acacia
135
21. Theta Chi
135
22. Delta Tau Delta
95
23. Prospector's Club
95
24. Theta Xi
95
25. AEPI
95
26. Wesley
70
27. Sigma Tau Gamma
45
28. Liahona
45
29. Pi Kappa Phi
45
30. B.S.U.
45
31. Campus Club
15
32. Triangle
15

NOTICE!
1971 Intramural Volleyball Champion Engine
Club. Standing left to right, Mike Haun, Dick
Graham, Wayne Bremer, Billy Arthur, Ed
Emery; Kneeling left to right, Doug Gundy,
Steve Schlumpberger, Don Curry.

Blue Key National Honor
Fraternity is now accepting applications for
membership. Applications
may be picked up at the
Student Union Candy
Counter now through
March 10.

• • • • • • •CLlP THIS COUPON'.iiiiiiiiii.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

SAVE

30c

To All Miners

With This Coupon You
On AJumbo Box
Get 5 Pieces Chicken, Snowy
Value $1.95
--,~~vwhipped, Potato, Cole Slaw and 2 Rolls
~
....... ~~"'t'~\.
-~,~.-' ~<~
For Only

\~

h ".~ .-~...('}~~

TWO LIMIT
. NO SUBSTITUTIONS
... _

...... UCIPI

$1 65

MALCOM'S

Kt.t!~k&f frl!d C~~~ttt

Fuller Jewelry
The Finest In Diamonds

101 S. Highway 63

ROLLA

Phone 364-6307

And Jewelry
U.M.R. Class Rings

715 Pine St.

364-2142

Rolla, Mo.

ROCK VILLA
RESTAURANT

&BEER GARDEN

Hwy. 63 N At Olive St.

OPEN SUNDAY

AUTOS
of YESTERYEAR
Antique, Classic, and Vintage Cars
One of the Midwest's Finest Collections of Cars
on Display
RESTORATION FACILITIES AVAILABLE

11:00 AM - 8:00 PM

Call or Visit Us .. : Next To Carney Manor Motel

SPAGHETTI, CHAR BROILED, STEAKS, CHICKEN,
CHOPS, PIZZA, PLATE ,LUNCHES, SANDWICHES

At Junction of Interstate 44 and US 63
Rolla, Missouri

Phone: 314-364-1810
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SlNimrners Second In MIAA
Someone once sa id th at
fo otball is a game of inches, but
don' t let a nyone tell you th a t
swimming isn't the same way.
The Uni versity of MissouriRolla swimming team cam e
wi thin inches of upsetting last
year 's champions in the MIAA
tourna ment held in Ca pe
Gir a rd ea u las t Friday a nd
Saturday. Three close decisions
that went against the Miners
cos t them dearly and they were
edged out by South wes t
Missouri State by five points .
Fri day
a fte r noon
the
prelimi naries were held in the
200-yard butterfly , the 50-yard
free style, the 100-ya r d
backstroke, the 10(~-yard br east
stroke, the 200-yard free style,
and I-meter diving, with the
fina ls in those events held that
evening.
J ack Belshe was the only
Min er to pla ce in the 200-y ard
fl y, as he finished fourth. First
place went to Dick Hopkins,
who broke the MIAA record.
Hopkins, from Central Missouri
State . went on to set two more
records and was voted the
outstanding swimmer for th e
meet. Southwest Missouri State
placed four men in the butterfly
and outscored the Miners 12-3 to
take an early lead.
_
Rick Marshall and Don
Stein nerd tied for first in the 50yard free style to put the Miners
into the lead temporarily as no
SMS swimmers got into the
finals . Northwest Missouri

ORDER
YOUR
RING
NO""I

Mark Hanneke concentrates on his event as
other Miner swimmers warm up in last
weekend's MlAA championships.
dominated
the
100-ya'r d
backstroke, capturing first and
second, but Lance Killoran
scored two points for UMR with
a fifth place finish.
Tom Tipton from SMS hurt
the Miners as he was awarded
the judges' decision in the 100yard breast stroke over UMR's
Rick Marshall. Mark Hanneke
finished 3rd. SMS also managed
to outscore UMR in the 200-yard
free style as Ben Green topped
the MIAA record in the event by
three seconds and beat UMR's
Jim Glasa. Jim Entwistle
placed third and Grimm for
SMS was fourth. By this time, it
was evident that the meet was
going to be between just UMR
and SMS.
Vic Konecny , reigning MIAA
diving champion from Northwest Missouri State, won the
diving competition, but Randy
Click got UMR five points with a
second place.
The 400-yard medley relay
hurt the Miners as they finished

fourth. Central Missouri State
was given the same time as the
Miners, but CMS won by the
judges' decision and third. SMS
captured first in the event. At
the end of the first day of
competiton Springfield had a 6858 lead over the Miners.
Saturday morning the finals
were held in the 200-yard individual medley and the 1650.
individual medley and the 1650
yard free style. SMS enlarged
their lead as Ben Green won the
1650 and Grimm took third.
UMR's Jim Glasa placed
second and Tom Kreutz was
fourth. Jack Belshe placed
fourth and Steve Williams sixth
in the 200 yard individual
medley behind CMS's Hopkins,
who set another record. After
the morning session, SMS led
86-70.
In the afternoon and evening,
the Miners made a determined
effort to claim the crown, and
the battle went down to the last
event. · Dick Hopkins won the

tOO-yard butterfly in record
time, with Jack Belshe placing
fifth. However, SMS placed four
men and gained 12 points. The
Miners' Don Steinnerd and Jim
Entwistle placed second and
third in the l00-yard free style
and pulled the Miners nine
points closer to SMS who did not
place anyone in the finals. Doug
Crynes set a new record in the
event.
Rick' Marshall qualified for
Nationals with his record
breaking performance in the
200-yard breast stroke and
Mark Hanneke placed second to
help the Miners gain fiv e more
on SMS.
In the 100-yard backstroke ,
Lance Killoran and SMS 's Jim
Graf were given a tie for third in
an exciting ma tch. Northwest
Missouri State again dominated
the back stroke as they placed
first and second.
SMS's Ben Green set a new
MIAA record in the 500-yard
free style, but the Miners placed
four men to offset his performance. Jim Glasa was
second, Jim Entwistle fourth,
Tom Kreutz fifth, and Mark
Hanneke was sixth.
At that point the score stood
104 112 for SMS and 95'12 for UMR
and the final event, the 400-yard
free style relay was to be the
decisive event. UMR placed
second, edging SMS, but needed
a first to help over come the
Springfield lead. CMS captured
the event in record time.
The final standings were:
Southwest Missouri State 110'12;
UMR 105 112 ; Central Missouri
State 64; Northwest Missouri
State 49; and Southeast
Missouri State 37.

•••••
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Phi Kap Sweeps
1971 Intramural
Handball Tourney
Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity
posted a win in doubles competition and a second place
finish in singles to sweep the
1971 intramural handball
tournament.
Godar
and
Robertson beat Wichens and
Welte from Sigma Phi Epsilon
to claim doubles honors and
Dan Mullen from Phi Kappa
Theta was runner-up to Delta
Sigma Phi's Bill Scheckel in
singles. Team runner-up was
Lambda Chi Alpha which
placed third in the doubles
competition and fourth in
singles. The final standings for
handball are as follows :
1. Phi Kappa Theta
96
2. Lambda Chi
93
3. Sigma Phi Epsilon
90
87
4. Kappa Sigma
84
5. Beta Sigma Psi
6. Tech Club
81
78
7.PiKA
8. Delta Sigma Phi
75
. 70.5
9. MRHA
10. Alpha Epsilon Pi
70.5
11. Campus Club
66
12. 59'ers
63
13. Delta Tau Delta
60
14. Sigma Pi
55.5
15. Prospectors
55.5
16. Engineers Club
51
17. Sigma Nu
48
18. Sigma Tau Gamma
43.5
19. Tau Kappa Epsilon
43.5
20. Theta Chi
39.0
21. Triangle
36
22. KA
24
23. Liahona
24
24. Thomas Jefferson
24
25. Shamrock
24
26. Pi Kappa Phi
24
27. Mates
24
28. Acacia
24
29. Alpha Phi Alpha
12
30. Theta Xi
9
31. Wesley
6
3
32. BSU
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ITS PLAN
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TheirYouth Fare is
better than ever

LAST FIVE DAYS!
SALE ENDS

He

MONDAY, MARCH 15th
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"""ode! 9293 iSJusI one of many M agnavOIt
custom componen t sys t ems th at are
expen ly pre-mt'ltched \0 bri ng you opti·
mum ped O/mance-from excit ing Stereo
FM. nOlse·llet! and drift-free Monaural
FM, long· range AM radio. and your
favorite recordings . It has 50· W atts E1A
musIc power. four speakers in an Air.
SuspensIOn System, plus delu xe Micro ·
maliC Player wi t h Cue Control and STylus
Pressu re AdjUSTment, plus mi)ny more
Qualit y feature ;, Save on th e be tt e r
Magnavox sou nd I Come In todav-' -

• Prefe rence of weig hts,
sfones, sty les, an d precious
metals
•

3rd Di l"nensiono"1 G reek
Letter Encrusti ng

• Faste st d elive ry in th e
industry

CAMPUS

BOOK
STORE

205 W.

12th

Rollo

Come in... ee almost 200 Magnavox
Annual Sale Values __ __ • __ . _Save up to

RANCO, Inc.
OPEN TILL 7:30 P.M. FRIDAYS
807 Rolla

Phone:

364-4332 364-4772

Ozark Air Lines' new Youth
Card costs just $3.00, and it's
good until your 22nd birthday.
It's good on any date. (It's
especially good il your date is
hundreds of miles away.)
You save approxi mately 20% of .jet coach fare and have
conlirmed reservations. In addition, Ozark's Youth Card is
interchangeable with those issued by other airlines. Call
Ozark Air Lines lor details on how to get and how to use
your new Youth Card.

OZARK. AIR LINES
Up there with the biggest
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